
house and go paint in another
building,” he says. “But in this
place, when I go to the studio it’s
like the apartment disappears.”
Well, not exactly.
It’s hard to ignore the numer-

ous Buddhas that he brought
back from Thailand, where he
exhibited his work between
1979 and 1980. “They reflect
such peacefulness when you
look at them,” he says.
Or the animal skulls scat-

tered throughout the house
and the steer skin rug in the
living room. “You always see
seashells and bones” in artists’
studios, he says. “There’s
something in the naturalness
of it. We like to see what’s
beneath everything.”
Or the quirky angles of the

former potato barn’s ceilings.
The potatoes may have been
mashed or fried long ago, but
such touches of the barn’s
rustic past remain.
But perhaps the hardest

thing to ignore is the life-size
fiberglass cow and calf stand-
ing in the driveway under a
striped awning. They peer up
curiously from their position
between two potted planters,
as if to see who might be com-
ing through the gate.
Liccardi bought the cows

after his plan to raise llamas
fell through. He painted the

statues in lifelike black and
white as a nod to their flesh-
and-blood ancestors from the
potato days. Occasionally, he
moves the cows to his spa-

cious backyard, where the
llamas would have grazed.
There, they become part of the
view — like the deck where
Liccardi entertains and the
40-foot-long swimming pool.
Inside the house, the rooms

that compose Liccardi’s living
space are arranged in almost a
three-dimensional conch shell
spiral, starting on the ground
floor with a formal living room
and two guest bedrooms. On a
landing to one side, a breakfast
nook awaits, and above that a
small kitchen and den winds
around the space, overlooking
everything.
Liccardi’s bedroom is just

off the kitchen and upstairs
den, with a tiny shuttered
window from which he can see
his studio. As might be expect-
ed, it is in the studio that the
artist truly expresses himself.
The walls are covered with

his work and the works of
other artists — from land-
scapes and pieces incorporat-
ing the prayer papers and silks
he discovered during his time
in Thailand to brightly colored
silk collages on canvas.
Steer skulls hang on two

towering canvases, with vari-
ous items Liccardi found on
the beach arranged on another
canvas below them. And there
are works in progress — re-
cently, he’s been arranging
jigsaw puzzle pieces into land-
scapes and abstract designs.
The studio also holds two of

the artist’s favorite Asian
artifacts. One is an antique
Indian sedan chair, circa 1938,
once used to carry dignitaries.
The other is a Chinese opium
bed, originally from Thailand,
that a friend found for him in a
local antique shop. The ornate-
ly carved bed, with its wooden
posters and massive canopy,
looks like a pretty wooden box
that would cradle a sleeper
like a jewel. All in all, it makes
for a dramatic centerpiece in
the room.
Liccardi says he loved the

bed until he noticed that
potential customers would
walk into his studio and fall
in love with it before so
much as noticing his work.
“Now I want to get rid of it.”
He smiles wryly. “Too much
competition.”
In the center of the ceiling,

with his characteristic love of
incongruence, the artist has
hung a glimmering, silver disco
ball.
After more than 25 years,

Liccardi’s living and work
space seems to almost perfect-
ly reflect his life history and
quirky taste. And that’s just the
way he likes it.
“I never did like living in an

ordinary house,” he says.

NEWSDAY PHOTOS / KEN SPENCER

Rocco Liccardi jokes around
in his studio, one half of a
former potato barn in
Bridgehampton; below,
works of art in the artist’s
living room.

W e’re observing an
end-of-summer rite
this week. We’re

closing the pool, and it is never
easy. Once the cover is
stretched in place, that’s it for
lazing on a float or swimming
laps or stepping out of the
water into the sunshine with a
sense of temporary rejuvena-
tion.
It’s especially hard for me

because I underwent minor
foot surgery for a biopsy.
Happily, I have nothing to
worry about. But I couldn’t get
the dressing wet for most of
August, including those hot,
humid days when Long Island
turned tropical.
Instead, I had to content

myself with watching my
husband from a poolside
chaise longue or from the den
window to make sure he didn’t
try to imitate Johnny
Weissmuller and drown him-
self in the process. My hus-
band thinks he has a cosmic
connection to the king of the
movie jungle, who wrestled
alligators in tropical streams
when he wasn’t swinging on
vines. Not because he’s old
enough to have seen the mov-
ies when they first came out
but because he was in the Oak
Room at the Plaza when
Johnny Weissmuller let out a
Tarzan yell to win a bar bet.
Big deal. I never saw Johnny

Weissmuller in movie theaters,
but I caught his films on televi-
sion and once accosted him in
the first-class section of a
Florida-bound plane as I
walked through to second
class. He told me he ran a
swimming-pool business. He
didn’t say anything about
alligators.
Of course, we’ve never

wrestled alligators in our pool,
but we have had adventures in
it with wildlife. I chased swans
out of the water with a garden
hose, and my husband used a
net to extricate a big snapping
turtle before it succumbed to
chlorine. Once, while swim-
ming, we noticed something
we hadn’t invited paddling
around the perimeter of the
pool like a rubber duck in a
bathtub. It turned out to be a
baby rabbit. We put it in a
clearing to warm up and it
hopped back into the brush.
Then there was the time I
spotted a discarded snakeskin
alongside a nearby Japanese
maple. I didn’t mind not seeing

See VIRAG on B15
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Summer fades and, alas, out comes the pool cover
the snake.

We used to keep the pool
open into early fall but found
it doesn’t pay. More often than
not, especially in recent years,
the days grow cold in Septem-
ber. Trees surround three
sides of our pool, and it’s
grand to float on your back
and look through the greenery
at the sky. But unless it’s abso-
lutely broiling out, the shade
not only refrigerates the water
but makes solar heating im-
practical. I’m willing, if not
always eager, to scream and
jump in, but my consort sprin-
kles water on his chest and
shivers. Propane is the only
option. In September, it takes
an awful lot of propane to
warm up the water. And then
the leaves start falling.

Having a pool is not all laps

and floats. We found that out
the spring we moved in. Ours
is an in-ground pool. It’s
Gunite and came with the
house. It also came with some
problems. First of all, the
heater was broken. That
wasn’t so bad — compared to
our closing fees, a few hun-
dred dollars to fix the heater
seemed manageable. But with-
in a week, the pool guy told us
the marble dust was flaking
off. He showed us the flakes.
They were big. The pool had
to be resurfaced. That cost a
few thousand dollars. It was
my first lesson in the perils of
home-ownership. In the years
since, there have been leaks,
two new heaters, weekly main-
tenance costs and the propane.

Sometimes, in moments of
stress — like when something
goes wrong the day before
relatives are expected — I

mumble about filling the
“damn thing” in and planting a
flower garden.

But I protest too much.
The truth is, we love our
pool, which is not something
either of us aspired to. We
both grew up in neighbor-
hoods where an in-ground
pool would have been as
alien as spoken Tibetan or
helicopter pads. Our pool is
neither fancy nor flashy, and,
except for my husband’s
bathing trunks, there’s noth-
ing splashy about it.

The model is called “Moun-
tain Lake” and it’s correspond-
ingly naturalistic. Before the
resurfacing, the bottom was
black and the dark water amid
the trees was more restful than
mysterious. Now the pool is a
pleasant shade of gray-blue.
The effect is still reminiscent
of a lake. It’s hard to believe

the water comes from a hose.
There’s a diving board but

you can’t bounce on it — it’s a
slab of rock. When we first
saw the pool, it was covered,
and we couldn’t figure out the
stone obelisks on one side.
They turned out to be hand-
holds for a built-in ladder.

We have the trees and
shrubs along the borders —
my favorites are the Japa-
nese maple and a Hinoki
cypress. A rectangular stone-
lined bed is devoted to pot-
ted plants such as bright
cherry Callibrachoa and soft
pink Nicotiana and an
Abutilon with the palest of
pale-yellow flowers. The
former owners filled another
small bed with red geraniums;
you could see them from a
kitchen window. I put a swan
sculpture in the bed and I
plant pink ivy geraniums in it.

For pool-siders, there are
recliners and chaise longues
and a small table and chairs.
The pool is an ideal spot for
parties and snack-times. For
exercise and escape and for
my grown stepson who comes
by often and can make me
laugh no matter what my
mood. And who’s always ready
to jump in, no matter what the
water temperature.

All of which lends a certain
sadness to the appearance of
the cover — even the new one
we bought last year. Most
people mark summer’s depar-
ture by their children’s return
to school or by the arrival of
Labor Day.

For us, it’s the closing of the
pool.
E-mail: irene.virag@newsday
.com. Log on to www.newsday
.com/irene to read her previous
home and garden columns.

VIRAG from B13

BY CANDICE OLSON
HOME & GARDEN TELEVISION

Last summer, Devra built a
glorious backyard swimming
pool that has her children —
and all others within shouting
distance — thinking they have
landed in Shangri-la. But the
room they used for access to
the pool was a playroom clut-
tered with toys. It was a space
not fit for entertaining guests,
let alone one to offset the splen-
dor of their outdoor oasis.

Hoping to get a season pass
to this water kingdom (and
an invite to the swank pool
party Devra wants to throw
once the room is done), I de-
cided to dive in head first and
turn the family’s chaotic jun-
gle gym into a relaxing pool-
side retreat they could all
enjoy together.

But there was a two-part chal-
lenge ahead of me. Although I
wanted to create an easy,
breezy space that would suit
the warmer climes, I also need-
ed to craft a warm, cozy room
that would suit the family
when Jack Frost came to call.
One room and two looks? For
this one, I needed my thinking
cap — and maybe my bathing
cap.

In the initial attempt to turn
cram into glam, the toys were
moved into an adjoining space
that would serve as the new
playroom. Then I was faced
with a big, bland space with
sparse furniture, outdated light-
ing and a television that was
hiding in the fireplace.

After bathing the walls in a
fresh sea of cream and lining
the wall nearest the pool with
mirrored panels for a window-
like effect, I started work on
the dual personality of the
space. All colors and fabrics

would have to do double duty
for summer and winter. Inspira-
tion for the summer shades
came from sky, sand and sea,
and wintry tones would be
rich, warm hues of teal, plum
and olive.

Devra’s couch was reuphol-
stered in the winter shades,
and summery cotton slipcov-
ers were designed to be put
on top during the warmer
months. Something similar
was done with the pillows:
cheap and cheerful cotton
shams beneath, with lush and
vibrantly colored removable
pillow covers.

I designed light summery
drapes with buttons along the
top so that darker wintry weath-
er window treatments could be
easily added.

I also created three large rec-
tangular panels, which had dif-
ferent color schemes on each
side, and leaned these against
the wall.

Other design challenges in-
cluded the room’s fireplace
area. The “fireplace televi-
sion” was moved into a beauti-
ful cabinet. The mantel was
dismantled and a long birch
shelf took its place, extending
from wall to wall. Additional

floating shelves lined the wall
beside the fireplace, and the
area surrounding the fire-
place got a textured plaster
makeover.

To keep lighting costs down,
the existing recessed pot lights
were saved, but the dingy, yel-
low incandescent bulbs were
exchanged for updated halogen
ones. Low-profile lights were
installed in the ceiling and bulk-
head area to wash down the
drapes, and, for a little more
sparkle, a “climbing monkey”
lamp was added. That was a
touch no hip, cool cabana room
should be without.

New furniture included two
peekaboo-backed chairs and a
four-section round seating ar-
rangement that can be moved
apart to double as end tables.
Next came accents that includ-
ed vases, artwork and baskets
of pillows.

With that, the indoor oasis
was complete. The old free-for-
all playroom was transformed
into a cabana-style family room
with two distinct seasonal
color schemes that will lend it-
self to blender drinks in the
summer and marshmallow-
laden mugs of hot chocolate in
the winter.

DIVINE DESIGN

A poolside family room for all seasons

HOME & GARDEN TELEVISION PHOTOS

To complement her glorious
backyard swimming pool,
Devra’s poolside playroom, above,
was transformed into an
all-seasons cabana-style entryway
to her outdoor oasis.
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